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| 9a.Crochetopolis Chart Showcase Friday, March 22, 2017 I have been working on sewing. This is a sample done in a cotton and the photo that is a little out of focus. Only
adding seamed labels, the piece is in process. I will have it completely quilted and all seams finished. This technique is called Bias Tape Quilting. This fabric was used in my
first show which was two years ago in the Interweave Hop #92 Bias Quilting. For anyone reading this be sure to visit the show which is up until March 31st. I have gotten
several emails about this blanket for my home. I hope you find something here that you can use. This one has been a favorite. I used Charlee Designs custom fabric that I did
not have planned for the blanket but I loved the look and the pattern. This is a super quick blanket. You can finish one in just a few days. I have wanted to learn to quilt for a
very long time. This was a Quilter's Dream offer that I took advantage of. The quilt pattern is from the Terri Hoffman book. This has been a great way to learn to quilt. I have
been doing a lot of house projects and this project helped my skills with my sewing machine. I am about 10 steps away from finishing this. I worked on some more of my
Lullaby little girl project. This is the first piece that I did for her. This was made from a kit I purchased. I have been using the kit patterns up to this point. These are for the little
girl who has been a project for me for two years. So that is what I have been working on. I am adding to the stash and growing out my seams. I still have a little stitching to
do.Q: Pageview count in Google Analytics I'm currently using Google Analytics to track my site views. There is an optional dimension "Pageview" which counts the site
views/visits/hits/etc. How does the
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they’re either "stoned" or “out to lunch” for opposing the cannabis company's share price. The lawsuit, filed in Ontario’s Court of Chancery on Jan. 27, also claims that its

shareholders are seeking "dangerously high" returns on their investment. Aurora currently trades at $10.63 per share. Aurora filed suit against roughly
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